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Abstract

This article is a modified paper, presented to the 10th International Botanical

Congress, Edinburgh 1964. Vernalization is primarily discussed from an eco-

physiological viewpoint, serving as a basis for understanding the mechanism.

Eco-physiological observations point to the part which the substratum plays and
also demonstrate the great variability among the requirements for vernalization,
both regarding the low temperature treatment in itself and its relation to other fac-

tors like day length.
The existence ofa genetical basis for vernalization shows that DNA has something

to do with it, or: that the first step in the vernalization process is a change in the

regulation of gene activity.
The loci of vernalization are considered to be mitotic cells, so that an important

part of the mechanism ofvernalization is the influence oflow temperatureonmitotic

cells. This involves a study of nucleic acids.

Gibberellins play an important part in vernalization and it may well be that this

part will appear to be greater, when more knowledge will be gathered about what

can be briefly indicated as: the biosynthesis of gibberellins.

1. Introduction

2. Eco-physiology

Eco-physiological observations and experiments are in first instance

merely descriptive, but they present the basis for research about the

mechanism of vernalization.

More or less extensive reviews on vernalizationhave recently been

published by Chouard (1960), Napp-Zinn (1961), Purvis (1961),
Chouard (1962), Hillman (1962), Mathon et Stroun (1962),
Salisbury (1963), Zeevaart (1963). In order to get an estimation of

the amount of literature on vernalization, the lists ofliterature of the

two most extensive reviews, namely by Napp-Zinn and by Purvis,

were analyzed. Assuming 50% of overlapping—which is too much—I

have come to 720 papers, containing 10702 pages, representing 10

volumes ofRuHLAND’s “Encyclopedia of Plant Physiology”. Neverthe-

less, some people complain that so little work is being done on vernali-

zation in comparison with photoperiodism!
The present review approaches the vernalization primarily from an

eco-physiological standpoint which serves as a basis for understanding
the mechanism.
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2.1. Juvenility-Vernalizability

Juvenility is defined as the period from sowing during which a cold

treatment does not lead to complete flower induction, or: during which

vernalizability is small or absent. When seed vernalization is effective,

no juvenility exists. When seed vernalization is ineffective, like in the

typical biennials, a clear juvenile period exists, but its duration may

vary greatly from species to species.
Even in one genotype the duration of the juvenile period is not

fixed and is subject to modification. An illustration is Lunaria biennis,
in which two age series from 6 to 12 weeks were grown, the one under

high intensity illumination, the other under poor light conditions.

After simultaneous optimal vernalization the plants were grown under

identical conditions and the high light intensity plants flowered much

better than the others, both with regard to the percentage of flowering
and to the necessary time for realization. Higazy (1962) has shown

that the differences must be ascribed to differences in photosynthesis.
In certain biennials, like Daucus carota and Lunaria biennis, seed ver-

nalization alone does not lead to flowering. Nevertheless, it is not

ineffective, for a later applied plant vernalization may lead to a higher

percentage of and more rapid flowering after a shorter cold treatment

than without preceding seed vernalization. Experiments involving
vernalization of very young plants of Lunaria biennis gave negative
results. This could be explained by a shifting sensitivity towards

vernalization, like Napp-Zinn (see 1961) has demonstrated in Arabi-

dopsis thaliana and Barendse (1964) in Cheiranthus allionii. Barendse

vernalized age-series from 0 to 70 days during different periods and

studied the effect in both long day and short day. Seed vernalization

during 3 weeks is already effective, when followed by long day, but

plants between 4 and 24 days are practically insensitive, while older

plants are only slightly sensitive. When the durationofthe vernalization

is increased, the sensitivity increases, until after 12 weeks of vernali-

zation all plants of all ages will flower, but more rapidly the older they
were when the vernalization started. When the vernalization is

followed by short day, seed vernalization remains ineffective, just as

vernalization of very young plants. After vernalization of plants of

about 35 days, flowering takes place in short day, but again thepercen-

tages of flowering increase and the mean numbers of days decrease as

the period of vernalization increases.

Most observations on juvenility and vernalizability can be prelimi-
narily explained by metabolism. About the qualitative and quantitati-
ve requirements of vernalization to the substratum not much more has

become known since Purvis’s well-known work on the requirement of

carbohydrates of Petkus winter rye.

2.2. Variations in the requirements for vernalization

Napp-Zinn (1961) and Mathon et Stroun (1962) have reviewed

the requirements for vernalization and just to illustrate the great
variability among different plants I summarize as follows. Thedesirable
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quantity of water for imbibing the seeds varies from 30% to 100% of

the air-dry weight, while the optimal duration of imbibition varies

from 24 to 48 hours. The optimal temperature is usually slightly
above 0°C, the maximum may

lie between 15° and 20°, the minimum

between —4° and —8° C, but the durationof the vernalization then is

very prolonged. The extremes for the duration of vernalization are 4

days and 110 days. These data comprise both the plants with a quali-
tative cold requirement and those with only a quantitative one.

2.3. Vernalization and day length

Vernalization is influenced by day length. In Cheiranthus allionii

Barendse (1964) found that short days (SD) before vernalizationexert

an anti-vernalizing effect, also indicated as pre-devernalization.
About the influence of day length during vernalization hardly any

details have been published. The difficulty lies in distinguishing
between vernalizationand photoperiodism, to which I come back.

With regard to day length after vernalization, a striking difference

exists between seed and plant vernalization. Without an exception,
seed vernalization must be followed by long day (LD) in order to lead

to flower bud formation. Plant vernalizationhas to be followed by LD

or is insensitive to day length. No cases are known where plant ver-

nalization must be followed by SD.

SD, followed by LD, may have the same effect as low temperature,
like in Campanula medium (Wellensiek, 1960), Succisa pratensis

(Chouard), Symphyandra hofmannii (Mathon et Stroun). In Campanula
medium it could be demonstrated that the mechanisms ofboth inducing
factors must be dissimilar.

On the other hand, SD after vernalization may have a devernalizing
effect, as was demonstrated in Oenothera biennis. Beta vulgaris and

Cheiranthus allionii. LD never has a devernalizing effect.

I shall now enter into a few more details with regard to the relation

between vernalization and day length in Silene armeria (Wellensiek,
1964). Silene armeria is a well known, almost a classical long-day plant.
However, I have been able to demonstrate that it fully responds to

low temperature treatment by being induced to flower, also in SD.

Three cases can be distinguished:

1. A limited cold treatment in SD, leading to rather rapid flower-

ing in following LD under normal temperature.

2. A limited cold treatment in SD, leading to flowering in SD under

normal temperature, which requires a longer treatment.

3. A permanent cold treatment under SD, leading to flowering

during the cold SD, which of course takes quite a time, something like

one year.

The problem which has now to be solved is whether we should con-

sider vernalization or photoperiodism or both as the inducing processes.

This problem will be approached first negatively, namely by excluding
photoperiodism. The arguments are:
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1. The critical day length in Silene armeria increases with decreasing

temperature. This makes induction at 5° by SD highly improbable.

2. By applying intermittent temperatures it was found that at

20° C no induction takes place in SD due to an inhibition which is

determined by the relatively long dark period. This dark inhibition

is absent at 30°-35° which enables induction to take place at these

high temperatures in short day. However, the dark inhibition was

found to remain at 5° when applied during a limited period, as could

also be demonstrated by having an inductive LD-treatment preceded
by a few days darkness at 5°. Hence SD-induction at 5° is excluded

on account of the dark inhibition.

The conclusion is that at 5° C no SD-induction takes place, but

vernalization. However, long-day and continuous-light induction

are not excluded at 5°, as was demonstrated by a decidedly more rapid
induction. The differences between vernalization and photoperiodism
at 5° G could then further be defined in two ways:

1. Long days at 5° act very favourably, compared with SD, under

incandescent light, but do not do so under fluorescent light. Never-

theless, an inductive action at 5° inSD remains, independent from the

light quality.

2. Age of plants and duration of treatment have practically no

influence at 5° in SD, but have a great influence at 5° in LD (incandes-

cent). In other words: they do not influence vernalization, but they
influence photoperiodism.

In conclusion, in Silene armeria induction may take place both by
vernalization and by photoperiodism, either separately or simultaneous-

ly. This involves two completely different mechanisms of action which

lead to the same result.

With regard to the present topic of discussion, namely the relation

between vernalization and day length, long day is always a favourable

companion for vernalization, while short day is tolerated in a number

of cases, but is decidedly harmful in others.

3. Mechanism

3.1. Genetical basis

Coming to the mechanism of vernalization, the very beginning
should be the genetical basis. Sometimes cold requirement is dominant,

sometimes recessive. This points to positively acting genes and to

negatively acting or inhibiting genes. Sometimes the difference is

monogenic, sometimes polygenic. This variability in differentspecies
and varieties is perhaps less important than the realization that

vernalization is gene determined. This implies that the mechanism of

action starts with the basic material of inheritance: DNA. I cite the

physicist Victor Weisskopf (1963): “In some or other way the recur-

rence every spring ofa flower ofa certain shape is an indirect expression
of the existence ofcertain quantum orbits in the DNA molecule”.
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3.2. The loci of vernalization: mitotic cells

Thusfar it was generally accepted that the low vernalizing tempera-

tures are perceived by the growing-tips. This is only partially true, for,

firstly, not all growing-tips perceive the cold, as was beautifully des-

cribed by Chouard and co-workers for Geum urbanum, where the age

and size of the growing-points determine whether they can be verna-

lized. And secondly, plant parts without any growing-tip can some-

times be vernalized. This was shown for leaf cuttings of Streptocarpus by
Oehlkers, for root cuttings of Cichorium intybus by myself. In the last case

was demonstrated that for successful root vernalization the reserve

materials play an important part. The most extensive work was done

with leaf cuttings of Lunaria biennis (Wellensiek, 1964) and it is

justified to go into some details, since this work has resulted in the

concept that the loci of vernalizationare mitotic cells.

Leaf cuttings of adult plants and exposed to a prolonged cold

treatment, regenerate into flowering plants. By indirect evidence the

loci of vernalization were supposed to be the dividing cells in the

surroundings of the cut surface of the petiole, where the regeneration
takes place. Two experiments provided direct evidence.

Firstly, leaf cuttings of plants of different ages were exposed to cold

treatments of several durations. The flowering-response of the regener-

ated cuttings was better, the older the plants of origin and the longer
the cold treatment. When, however, immediately after the cold

treatment the lowest half centimeter of the petioles was removed, a

satisfactory re-regeneration took place, but no flowering occurred. This

points to the surroundings of the cut surface of the petiole as the loci of

vernalization and this is where the mitoses take place.

Secondly, full-grown intact plants were optimally vernalized.

After the cold treatment leaf cuttings were made of the different

leaves from first to seventh. The cuttings of the first leaves, the oldest

and already full-grown, did not regenerate into flowering plants. The

cuttings of the second leaves regenerated into 25% flowering plants,
whereas this percentage regularly increased as the leaves were younger

during the vernalization. Hence the vernalization was more effective,

the younger the leaves during the vernalization, or: the more mitoses

occurred.

Several observations can be explained by the concept of mitotic

cells as the loci of vernalization, but it is too early to overlook them all.

The most important consequence is that the first step in an attempt to

understand the mechanism of vernalization can now be sharply
defined as: the influence oflow temperature on mitotic cells.

In a recent review article Resende has arrived to a conclusion which,

in principle, is quite similar, although his approach is completely
different. He speaks of an open state of heterochromatin which is

maintained in the metaphase and anaphase during vernalizing

temperatures. This is a consequence of native chemical substances

which are temperature controlled and some of which activate the

genes which determine vernalization.
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3.3. Nucleic acid

The problem of the influence of low temperature on mitotic cells

finds its first approach in studying the nucleic acids. Although less

results have been obtained in vernalization than in photoperiodism,
some remarkable advance has been made. No quantitative differences

were found betweenunvernalized and vernalized plants by Finch and

Carr, and by Aach and Melchers, but Hess (1959) demonstrated that

the flower formation of Streptocarpus wendlandii can be inhibited by
2-thiouracil which in itself is an inhibitor of an RNA-synthesis. The

flower-inhibited plants contained more RNA and DNA than the

flowering plants.

3.4. Hormones, especially gibberellins

When actually RNA has something to do with vernalization, the

problem centers around the synthesis of hormone-like compounds, be

it flowering stimuli or flowering inhibitors. The existence of both

groups has been demonstrated in photoperiodicallyreacting plants and

it seems that the same holds true for vernalization. There is reason to

speak of plants in a vernalized condition which is transferable from

cell to cell only by mitosis. Whether or not plants in a vernalized

condition produce hormone-like stimuli is open to dispute, but at least

some cases seem to be convincing.
However, indirect evidence exists as a result of the research with

artificially applied hormones. Referring to the recent review of

Lang (1961), auxin swill not be discussed, but the definitely more

directly important gibberellins deserve attention. Lang’s great dis-

covery that biennial Hyoscyamus niger can be induced to flower by

GA3, without any cold treatment, was followed by a number of

investigations with other cold requiring plants, some with positive
results, some completely negative. Chouard demonstrated that in

many cases GA3 can replace part of the low temperature action, but

not all. Three recent advances may have very important consequences:

1. The discovery that certain gibberellins may occur naturally in

the plant, West and Phinney (1956), and several others.

2. The discovery that a cold treatment increases the amount of

natural gibberellin-like substances, Chailakhyan and Lozhnikova

(1962), and others.

3. The great specificity of the different gibberellins, as regarding
vernalization was demonstrated by Michniewicz and Lang (1962),

e.g. Myosotis alpestris is induced to complete flowering by GAi and

GA?, not by any of the other seven gibberellins used.

These results give rise to a number of questions: How many still

unknown gibberellins occur in different plants? How are their action

and their interaction among themselves and with other hormones?

Do synergisms occur or perhaps antagonisms which would mean
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inhibition? The answering of these questions involves an enormous

amount of work, but this is no serious drawback. A much more serious

drawback is that most of the presently known gibberellins can be

obtained only with difficulty and in tiny quantities, while before long
it will be completely impossible to obtain them, simply because their

production is too uninteresting, too much time-consuming and too

expensive for biochemists, especially working for private enterprises.

4. Final remarks

In addition to the summarizing conclusions in the “Abstract” two

remarks should be made. The first is that theprocess of vernalization

will be fully understood only, if the above summarizing points are

considered in relation with each other and in relation with a number

of factors which have not been mentioned. The second is, that the

great variability of types of reaction among different plants, even

within one and the same plant, makes it unlikely that the mechanism of

vernalization is identical in different plants. It may well be that the

specificity among different gibberellins can be linked with these

different mechanisms of action.
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